WHO?
• ALL UTH ealth Pathology residents
• Leadership faculty
• Clinical faculty
WHAT?
• Weekend retreat where residents focus on team building, professionalism, communication, work ethic, conflict resolution
• Interactive sessions given by faculty and Employee Assistant Program trainers
• Low and high ropes challenge courses
WHERE?
• Camp Allen in Navasota, TX
• 1 hour Northwest of Houston
• Stay overnight
• Call duties for residents covered!
WHEN?
• Around September/October months
WHY?
• Build and strengthen the bond between residents (and faculty!)
• Enhance team work
• Reinforce the fundamental concepts of professionalism and communication

“Pathology is a service oriented specialty and in order for us to serve other disciplines in medicine, we have to start by serving one another within the Pathology Department.”

“I learned the personalities of the people with whom I work every day.”
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“I learned the importance of the art of sharing ideas with colleagues to chase a common goal.”

“Spending time and interacting with my colleagues outside of work helps to develop better relationships at work.”

“The seminar gave me a new tool to help me understand and deal with team dynamics both professionally and personally.”

“It was a thoroughly enjoyable and educational experience.”

“Overall my experience overcame all my expectations!”
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